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Senior Architect / Associate Position - Global Architectural PracticeAre you an

experienced Senior Architect or Associate ready to take your career to new heights in a

globally recognised architectural firm? Our client, a prestigious architectural practice, is

currently seeking a talented and driven Senior Architect / Associate to join their dynamic

team in the heart of London focused on the Data Centre space.Key Responsibilities:Lead,

manage, and deliver large complex architectural projects from inception to

completion.Supervise and mentor a dedicated team of architects and designers, ensuring the

highest standards of quality and efficiency.Engage with clients, contractors, consultants, and

team members to ensure project objectives, timelines, and expectations are

met.Requirements:Registered Architect A minimum of 8-15 years post registered experience,

demonstrating a proven track record of managing and executing large-scale projects.At least 2

years of specific experience working on Data Centre projects. Candidates with backgrounds in

life sciences or laboratory projects will also be considered.Exceptional leadership skills, with

the ability to manage and inspire a team.Strong communication and interpersonal skills,

capable of building and maintaining effective work relationships.What our client

offers:Competitive salary package tailored to acknowledge your experience and

expertise.Generous annual leave to support work-life balance.Comprehensive healthcare

coverage to ensure your well-being.Attractive pension scheme to secure your future.This role

is based in a vibrant London location, offering a stimulating work environment where

creativity and innovation are highly valued.If you are eager to contribute to exciting

projects and lead a team of talented professionals, we invite you to apply for this outstanding
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opportunity. If you meet the criteria listed above, please apply with a copy of your CV by

pressing the apply button to be considered. We receive many applications so if you do not

hear from us within 5 days, please consider your application unsuccessful this time. We will

keep a copy of your details on file for future vacancies.In accordance with GDPR, by applying for

this position you give us your consent to process your data in-line with our Privacy and Data

Protection Policies which can be read on the privacy policy page on our website*Where we

indicate a band of PQE for a role, this indicates how long we would expect an architectural

professional to take to gain the level of experience required in an appropriate context. It does

not preclude applications from those with more or less PQE who can demonstrate that they

have acquired the relevant experience.
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